Hart the wunderkind
It is plausible to argue that because Hart began life as a cultural outsider he was especially keen to win professional recognition. Born to Jewish parents in London, he was barred by reason of his faith from studying at Queens' College, Cambridge, on the scholarship he had won at the City of London School.2 Yet however plausible it may be to view Hart's subsequent career as a prolonged act of social compensation, the explanation for his impatience with compromise surely lies in his habit of mind. Blessed with a quick analytic intelligence, he was used to reaching rapid and irrevocable conclusions. After all, Hart 
to locate a majority of them because most who listed post office addresses consented to a rendezvous. Under the guise of a distressed father burdened by a bastard child Dr Wiltshire visited the homes of as many respondents as possible. The outcome of the inquiries, as Hart put it, "was to establish beyond doubt ... that many of these women carried on the business [of adoption] with a deliberate knowledge that the children would die very quickly and ... with a deliberate intention that they should die." '9 Between 25 January and 28 March in 1868 the journal carried five leading articles based on Hart's experiment. The editor prefaced these reports with a stinging critique ofofficial inaction, declaring, "but for the surprising apathy which our governmental powers display ... we should have hesitated to undertake singlehanded the task of... exposing the details of the system of baby-farming and baby-murder."20 Despite the furore that Hart's expose ignited, the government of the day refused to sponsor remedial legislation or to mount an official inquiry. It required yet another grotesque revelation-that of two Brixton sisters who were in the business of starving and poisoning their illegitimate charges-to summon up a new pressure group composed this time of prominent laymen as well as doctors-the Infant Life Protection Society. Although he continued to argue that state inspection of farmed out children was an "eminently medical' issue,2' Hart threw himself into lobbying for the society. The 1872 Infant Life Protection Act was the ultimate fruit of that effort-fruit that tasted bittersweet to those who had worked so long on behalf of the newly born. The act itself was disappointingly narrow in scope, failing, for example, to regulate homes that accepted single infants for cash payment. But in a larger sense the climate of concern that Hart and his allies had created made it possible to liberalise the bastardy laws as well as to improve the registration of births.22 Never again would the unmarried mother be quite so helpless or the illegitimate child quite so vulnerable.
Educational weapon Ernest Hart's key role in the mid-Victorian campaign to safeguard infant life may be seen as a microcosm of his career. Utterly convinced that nothing short of state intervention would work to protect the Queen's smallest subjects, Hart spared no effort to persuade firstly his medical peers and later the reading public that new law was essential. If Hart's reforming zeal appears today as verging on the maniacal we should consider the obstacles he faced. Chief among these was a reluctance to accept unpleasant realities. It took repeated assaults on public sensitivity to drive home the fact that some adults had a cold-blooded disregard for infant life. Interestingly, much the same barrier faced British and American doctors who began in the 1960s to describe a "battered baby syndrome." Firstly, orthopaedic surgeons and paediatricians and, later, lay persons had to accept the grim truth "that not all parents, even if warned, are safe custodians."23 A century earlier Hart had grasped the point that at the core of meaningful social reform lay re-education, and it was above all as an educational weapon that he wielded the BMJ for more than three decades.
